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The fifteenth profile in the Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner ACTOR PROFILE series features actor

and athlete, RICHARD PHILLIS. This series (in interview form) is in process to “get to know” some of

our own northeastern Ohio talent. Profiles will feature equity and non-equity actors, stage and screen

actors, as well as young, old and in-between actors. These are your peers and your neighbors -

please enjoy!

Full Name: Richard Thomas Phillis 

Age: 54 

Years acting: 6 years 
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“Day Job”: Letter carrier 

Resident city: Euclid, OH

Kate Miller: So what’s your training, Richard? 

Richard Phillis: Acting on film – David Monocchio; Acting coach – Maureen Dempsey (4 years).

KM: Why did you start acting? 

RP: I found out by accident that I wanted to act. I played hockey in the Cleveland area and used to

get an adrenaline rush from it. At age 48, I gave it up because it took my body longer to recover from

the season. I was at the Cleveland Institute of Art and they had auditions – I asked if I could read for a

part. After I read, I got the same rush I got from hockey, and it was then that I realized what I wanted

to do with my life.

KM: Do you sing? 

RP: In church.

KM: Do you dance? 

RP: Swing dance – Arthur Murray.

KM: Why did you start Swing Dancing? 

RP: In the military, we hit clubs to meet women. At the time, you had to have some moves.

KM: Have you done TV or movies? If so, how does acting for the screen differ from the stage? 

RP: I’ve done independent films in the Cleveland area. In theater, you act “bigger”, where in film “less

is more”. 

KM: When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up? 

RP: I wanted to play professional football for the Cleveland Browns.

KM: Are you still a big Browns fan? 

RP: I am a die-hard fan of the Browns, and have learned to live with the transition they are in now.

KM: Do you ever see any tandems between sports and the performing arts? 

RP: It is similar. You need to prepare, keep training and working your art much like an athlete trains

and prepares for their sport. [College basketball coach] Bobby Knight said, "The will to win is not as

important as the will to prepare to win.” I live my life by this statement.

KM: What’s your favorite role you’ve ever played? 

RP: Don Vito Genovese in the Cleveland Play House’s Gangsta Town.

KM: What’s your dream role? 



RP: "The Irishman" Danny Greene’s right-hand man, Skippy Pontivar. I grew up in the same

neighborhood [as Danny], and I could related to what was going on [with gangs at the time]. My dad

was friends with Danny. You grow up in the Collinwood neighborhood romanticizing about gangsters,

but then you realize later in life that it’s not a good way to live. 

[Writer’s Note: according to Wikipedia.com, Danny Greene was “was an Irish American mobster and

associate of Cleveland mobster John Nardi during the gang war for the city's criminal operations

during the late 1970s.” Mafia members killed Danny in Lyndhurst, OH on October 6, 1977.]

KM: Will you elaborate? 

RP: The role of Skippy Pontivar will probably not be a character in the upcoming movie, The Irishman.

But my father told me he was a big guy, like me, and that I could probably play that role. If you watch

the movie Goodfellas, it will explain the gangster lifestyle. In the movie, they took whatever they

wanted, they ate the best food, went to the best shows and lived the high life. The drawbacks are

that you could end up dead or in prison or on the run.

KM: Why do you love acting? 

RP: It is a challenge. I learn about myself and others.

KM: Who are your favorite actors and actresses? 

RP: Al Pacino, Robert De Niro, Clint Eastwood, Edward Norton, Patricia Heaton, Monica Potter, Julia

Roberts.

KM: How do you prep for an audition? 

RP: I think that as an actor, you are like an athlete – you have to train all year. My acting coach has

prepared me for anything that can happen in an audition. I have monologues ready, I know about

cold reads and relaxation techniques. I had to make a check-up list to refer to prior to an audition as

little reminders.

KM: How do you reward yourself for getting a role you wanted? 

RP: My wife and I go out to a nice restaurant.

KM: What do you do to get through a rough tech week? 

RP: I am very intense, so I push myself to the max by working harder in preparation. I learned that

when I was in Gangsta Town – the cast was talented and experienced, so I decided that I had to work

twice as hard to keep up with the other Cleveland Play House actors. I took my script everywhere.

KM: What’s the hardest part about acting? 

RP: You have to know your “presence” on film. How do the viewers see you? How do you come

across as a character? I come across strong, tough, mean, which is good if you’re playing the role of a

tough guy, a cop or mafia. I played a father in the movie Wall of Fame and the director came up to me

and asked if I was angry – I realized I had to work against how I naturally come across. 



KM: What are your hobbies? 

RP: Working out, conditioning, reading, art.

KM: Do you have any pets? 

RP: Two cats, Twilight and Eva.

KM: Why do YOU think Cleveland rocks? 

RP: I believe Cleveland is the best location in the nation. There is so much to offer, from the arts to

restaurants and one of the top hospital health systems. I like the change in seasons. I think it is better

than anywhere I went while I was in the Air Force. Look at the rich history and all of the famous

people who are from here. But most of all, because this is my town!

### 

Do you have a Cleveland performing arts related story or event that would be of interest to our

readers? If so, contact KATE MILLER at KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!

Kate Klotzbach
Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner
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